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ABSTRACT 

 

Name : Annisa Aulia 

Reg. Number : 20400112041 

Title :  The Analysis of Oral Discourse of English Corner Program of   

TVRI Makassar 

Consultant I    : Dr. Muhammad Yaumi, M. Hum., M. A. 

Consultant II   : Syaidah Syamsul, S. Pd. I., M. Ed. Tesol. Int. 

 
The purposes of this research was to analyze the oral discourse including 

speech act that spoken by the host of English corner TVRI program and to analyze 

the cohesion and the coherence in the scenario. 

This research used descriptive qualitative. Qualitative research was the 

collection, analysis, and interpretation of comprehensive narrative and visual 

data in order to gain insight into a particular phenomenon of interest. The 

researcher used this research to analyze and describe the fields and situation and 

everything that happened. The researcher described the speech act, cohesion 

and coherence. The researcher recorded the program as document review and 

made into the transcription to be analyzed. 

The study was field research. In this study, the researcher was 

participating on English corner and observing the environment there. The 

researcher also was interacting with the host and the manager of English corner, 

Polinas Makassar, and the host to make friendship. The researcher also found 

new environment, new experience. The researcher used field research to answer 

the oral analysis, to learn the new environment, and to describe the scenario. 

The method of data analysis was qualitative. There were three activities 

in analyzing data, namely data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/ 

verification. Reducting data meant summarying data, choosing the main points, 

focusing on the important things. Displaying data was presenting data into the 

pattern. Conclusion drawing was describing all of the data that has been 

analyzed. 

The research result indicated by finding and classifying the types of 

speech act, the cohesion and the coherence in the scenario that the researcher 

found in the scenario. This research recommended to know and to understand 

about oral discourse specially to analyze the speech act, cohesion and coherence 

in the scenario. 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Discourse Analysis is a general term for a number of approaches to 

analyze written, vocal, or sign language use, or any significant semiotic event. 

The objects of discourse analysis are discourse, writing, conversation, 

communicative event are variously defined in terms of coherent sequences 

of sentences, propositions, and speech. Contrary to much of traditional 

linguistics, discourse analysts not only study language use 'beyond the sentence 

boundary', but also prefer to analyze 'naturally occurring' language use, and not 

invented example. Text linguistic is a closely related field. The essential 

difference between discourse analysis and text linguistics is that discourse 

analysis aims at revealing socio-psychological characteristics of a person/persons 

rather than text structure. “Discourse has been taken up in a variety of social 

science disciplines, including: linguistics, education, sociology, anthropology, 

social work, cognitive psychology, social psychology, areas studies, cultural 

studies, international relations, human geography, communication studies, and 

translation studies”.
1
 

A discourse is a behavioral unit which has a status in linguistics; it is a 

set of utterances which constitute any recognizable speech events such as a 

                                                 
1
Discourse Analysis, Wikipedia the free Encyclopedia. 

.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourseanalysis. html ( June, 3
rd

 2015) 



 

 

conversation, a joke, a sermon, an interview, etc. A classification of discourse 

function, with particular reference to type of subject-matter, the situation, and 

behavior of the speaker, is often carried out in sociolinguistic studies, e.g 

distinguishing dialogues vs. monologues, or more specifically, oratory, ritual, 

insults. 

Discourse analysis is not only about method; it is also a perspective on 

the nature of language and its relationship to the central issues of the social 

sciences 
2
 Typical of discourse analysis is an explicit, systematic account of 

structures, strategies or processes of text or talk in terms of theoretical notions 

developed in any branch of the field. 

A speech act in linguistics and the philosophy of language is an utterance 

that has performative function in language and communication. According to 

Kent Bach, "almost any speech act is really the performance of several acts at 

once, distinguished by different aspects of the speaker's intention: there is the act 

of saying something, what one does in saying it, such as requesting or promising, 

and how one is trying to affect one's audience." The contemporary use of the 

term goes back to J.L. Austin 's development of performative utterances and his 

theory of locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. Speech acts are 

commonly taken to include such acts as promising, ordering, greeting, warning, 

inviting and congratulating. 

                                                 
2
 Linda Wood and Rolf Kroger, Doing Discourse Analysis. 

http://www.doingdiscourseanalysis. //books.google.com.sg/books?isbn=1452263523. html (June, 

3rd 2015) 



 

 

 

A speech act in linguistics and the philosophy of language is an utterance 

that has performative function in language and communication. According to 

Kent Bach, "almost any speech act is really the performance of several acts at 

once, distinguished by different aspects of the speaker's intention: there is the act 

of saying something, what one does in saying it, such as requesting or promising, 

and how one is trying to affect one's audience." The contemporary use of the 

term goes back to J.L. Austin 's development of performative utterances and his 

theory of locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. Speech acts are 

commonly taken to include such acts as promising, ordering, greeting, warning, 

inviting and congratulating. 

Speech acts can be analysed on three levels: 

1. A locutionary act: the performance of an utterance: the actual utterance 

and its ostensible meaning, comprising phonetic, phatic and rhetic acts 

corresponding to the verbal, syntactic and semantic aspects of any 

meaningful utterance; 

2. An illocutionary act: the pragmatic 'illocutionary force' of the utterance, 

thus its intended significance as a socially valid verbal action (see below); 

3. And in certain cases a further perlocutionary act: its actual effect, such as 

persuading, convincing, scaring, enlightening, inspiring, or otherwise 

getting someone to do or realize something, whether intended or not.
3
 

                                                 
3 Speech Act, Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_act.html(June,3rd 2015). 



 

 

 

In order to generalize this sketch of an indirect request, Searle proposes a 

program for the analysis of indirect speech act performances, whatever they are. 

He makes the following suggestion: 

Step 1: Understand the facts of the conversation. 

Step 2: Assume cooperation and relevance on behalf of the participants. 

Step 3: Establish factual background information pertinent to the conversation. 

Step 4: Make assumptions about the conversation based on steps 1–3. 

Step 5: If steps 1–4 do not yield a consequential meaning, then infer that there 

are two illocutionary forces at work. 

Step 6: Assume the hearer has the ability to perform the act the speaker suggests. 

The act that the speaker is asking be performed must be something that would 

make sense for one to ask. For example, the hearer might have the ability to pass 

the salt when asked to do so by a speaker who is at the same table, but not have 

the ability to pass the salt to a speaker who is asking the hearer to pass the salt 

during a telephone conversation. 

Step 7: Make inferences from steps 1–6 regarding possible primary illocutions. 

Step 8: Use background information to establish the primary illocution (Searle 

184). 

With this process, Searle concludes that he has found a method that will 

satisfactorily reconstruct what happens when an indirect speech act is performed. 

Direct Speech and Indirect Speech "While direct speech purports to give a 

verbatim rendition of the words that were spoken, indirect speech is more 

variable in claiming to represent a faithful report of the content or content and 



 

 

 

form of the words that were spoken. It is important to note, however, that the 

question of whether and how faithful a given speech report actually is, is of a 

quite different order. Both direct and indirect speech are stylistic devices for 

conveying messages. The former is used as if the words being used were those of 

another, which are therefore pivoted to a deictic center different from the speech 

situation of the report
4
. 

The researcher chooses discourse analysis because in English corner there 

are things that need to analyze such as its speech act, vocal, and cohesion and 

coherence. As we know the objects discourse are writing, conversation, 

communicative event are variously defined in terms of coherent sequences 

of sentences, propositions, and speech. So the only way to answers the needed 

analysis is discourse analysis. 

Charles Peck classifies all discourse into: (1) narrative discourse, (2) 

expository discourse, (3) procedural discourse, (4) hortatory discourse, (5) 

dramatic discourse, and (6) epistolary discourse, (7) oral discourse. 

Oral discourse is one of the easiest discourse to acquire. Oral discourse is 

quoted by conversation. 

After reading the references, the researcher found that one of TVRI 

program namely English Corner was part of these analysis. English corner was 

famous program to learn English on television that held on 1
st
 and 3

rd
 of Sunday 

at 5.00 p. m which the speakers had to speak English while broadcasting. Some 

                                                 
4 Speech Act, Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_act.html(June,3rd 2015). 



 

 

 

participants of this program were students of school like students of junior or 

senior high school or students of university. In this program there were dialogue, 

quiz, interview, and etc. The speakers of English corner had a good English and 

good delivering, but the researcher wanted here was to analyze its host whether 

the things that wants to analyze was such as her speech act, cohesion and 

coherence while delivering and while talking to another speaker. 

B. Problem Statement 

 Based on the previous background, the researcher formulated research 

questions as follow; 

1) How is the speech act of the oral discourse spoken by the host of English 

Corner? 

2) How is cohesion and coherence of the oral discourse spoken by the host of 

English corner? 

C. Research Objective 

This research aimed to analyze the oral discourse that spoken by the host 

of English corner, and to analyze the cohesion and the coherence of the scenario 

of English corner. The part of oral discourse analysis that the researcher analyzed 

were speech act, cohesion and coherence to describe a series of events that are 

contingent one on another. The specific objectives of this research are: 

1) To know the existence of the speech act of the oral discourse that is 

spoken by the host of English corner.  

2) To describe the existence of speech act, and cohesion and coherence of 

the oral discourse that spoken by the host of English corner. 



 

 

 

D. Research Significance 

There are two significances of this research, they are; 

1) Theoretical significance 

In general, the results of this research were expected to provide 

contribution to learn and to improve our knowledge about English. In particular, 

this research provided information about oral discourse analysis. 

2) Practical significance 

a) Significance for the researcher 

By doing this research, the researcher hoped to know, and to get more 

information in analyzing the existence of speech act, cohesion and coherence in 

sentences. Besides, the researcher got new experience. 

b) Significance for the host 

The researcher hoped that after her analyzing and focusing on her speech, 

the host can improve the way she delivers the material while on air.  

E. Research Scope 

To make the research clear, the researcher scoped her research. The 

researcher focused on analyzing the speech act, cohesion and coherence of the 

oral discourse while the host was speaking in delivering material. Besides 

observation, the researcher also joined as speaker in this program if necessary. In 

addition, this research has been conducted in TVRI Makassar. 

F. Operational Definition of Term  

There are some essential points that should be defined briefly in order to 

give a clear understanding toward in the research, as the following:  



 

 

 

 Analysis is the abstract separation of a whole into its constituent parts in 

order to study the parts and their relations. 

 Oral is using speech rather than writing. 

Discourse is an extended communication dealing with some particular topic. 

 Discourse analysis is a general term for a number of approaches to 

analyzing written, spoken, or signed language. 

English corner is one of educational program of TVRI to increase and 

improve the students’ speaking ability in many events like an interview, quiz, 

and sharing knowledge by using English. 

Oral discourse analysis is a discourse that is an account of events usually 

that employs verbs of speech, motion, and action to describe a series of events 

that are contingent one on another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A. Previous Related Research Findings 

1. Louise Gonsalvez who did a research about using critical discourse 

analysis to address the Gaps, Exclusions and Oversight in Active 

Citizenship Education. She found that critical discourse analysis helped 

her to identify the problematic discourses that impede and/ or limit our 

understanding and implementation of active citizenship education. 

“Discourse analysis challenges us to move from seeing language as 

abstract to seeing our words as having meaning in a particular historical, 

social, and political condition”. McGregor, She used “documentary 

research method” to gather diverse materials for my qualitative research 

inquiry. “A document is something that we read and which relates to 

some aspect of the social world” and they are socially produced. 

Documentary method allows the researcher to examine, interpret, “elicit 

meaning [and] gain understanding” from textual materials.
5
 

2. Keith Standiford Wheeler who did a research about Making the 

significant significant: A Discourse Analysis Examining the Teacher’s 

Role in Negotiating Meaning of Text with Culturally and Linguistically 

Diverse Students found that an utterance has meaning only if it 

                                                 
5 Louise Gonsalvez, “Using Critical Discourse Analysis to Address the Gaps, Exclusions 

and Oversight in Active Citizenship Education, Dissertation(Canada; The Faculty of Graduate 

Studies, 2013)  



 

 

 

communicates a who and a what. The who is the kind of person one is 

seeking to be and enact at the present time—a socially situated identity. 

People build identities and activities by combining language, actions, 

interactions, ways of thinking, believing, valuing, and using various 

symbols, tools, and objects--what Gee terms Discourses--to enact a 

particular sort of socially recognizable identity. 

The what is a socially situated activity that the utterance helps to 

constitute.  People use different styles or varieties of language, what Gee 

terms - social languages, to enact and recognize different socially 

significant identities and different socially meaningful activities in 

different settings, as well as engage in other building tasks. To be a 

particular who doing a particular what requires that one act, value, 

interact, and use language in coordination with other people and various 

objects at appropriate locations and at appropriate times. Gee believes the 

key to Discourses is recognition.  If you put language, action, interaction, 

values beliefs, symbols, objects, tools, and places together in such a way 

that others mentally recognize you as a particular identity engaged in a 

particular type of activity then you have successfully pulled-off a 

Discourse. Social languages constitute the language component of 

Discourses. Speakers (and writers) design their utterances to have 

patterns in them that allow listeners (or readers) to attribute situated 

identities and specific activities to them. These patterns are called - 

collocational patterns‖ because various sorts of grammatical patterns co-



 

 

 

locate with each other.  However, meaning is not simply a matter of 

decoding grammar.  It is also a matter of understanding which of the 

inferences that one can draw from an utterance are relevant, a matter 

closely tied to context, point of view, and culture.  In fact, the utterances 

of social languages have meaning only because they are embedded in 

specific social discussion.
6
 

3. Dyah Anita D who did a research about The Speech Act and 

Communication Strategy in Children 3-5 Years Old: Speech Act 

According to Searle, speech act is the actions performed via utterances. 

Austin mentions the types of act which is performed in a conversation, 

they are: locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary act. The following 

are their explanations: 1. Locutionary Act. A locutionary act is an act of 

how a person produces the utterance or to produce a meaningful 

linguistics expression. When the speaker uses his/her organ of speech to 

produce utterance, then, indirectly there is the locutionary act in his/her 

utterance. In the other words, locutionary act is the act of the speaker in 

using his/her organ of speech to produce utterances. For example, “I 

promise to give you some money”, the moment when the utterance is 

being said by the speaker by using the organ of speech is called 

locutionary act. 2. Illocutionary Act In every utterance, there must be a 

function in it. The function which is found in the utterances is called the 

                                                 
6 Keith Standiford Wheeler, “A Discourse Analysis Examining the Teacher’s Role in 

Negotiating Meaning of Text with Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students, 

Disseration(Southern Illinous: Southern Illinois University Carbondale, 2010). 



 

 

 

illocutionary act. For instance, “I promise to give you some money”, that 

utterance is not only a statement but it also binds the speaker to what 

s/he has just said. This is because that utterance intention is the fact that 

the speaker will do something in the future or we can say, the speaker 

promising something. Therefore, the illocutionary act of an utterance 

above is the act of promising. 3. Perlocutionary Act Perlocutionary act is 

the effect of the utterance which the speaker said to the hearer. The 

following is the example:1)  promise to give you some money The effect 

of the utterance above can be a happy one. This is a result of the fact that 

the hearer really needs some money. Yet, it can also give the opposite 

effect to the hearer. The hearer may feel angry because of that utterance. 

This is because the hearer is a very rich person who does not need any 

money from the speaker. The hearer will feel as if he is being mocked. 

The illocutionary act in speech act itself has its classification. Both 

Austin and Searle give its classification. Basically, their classifications of 

illocutionary act in speech act are just the same. They are only different 

in the name. The following are the classifications by Searle 1. 

Declaration. This illocutionary act is the kind of illocutionary act which 

can change the world by the utterance that is produced. The word 

“change” here refers to any situation. It can be the change of the status of 

a 12 person. It can also be the ownership of something. The following is 

the example of declaration: I declare you husband and wife The utterance 

above changes both the two person’s status. The status of the man change 



 

 

 

from someone who does not have any rights to the woman becomes 

someone who has rights to the woman. That is also happened to the 

woman, her status changes. 2. Representative (Assertive) Representative 

is the illocutionary act which states what the speaker believes to be the 

case or not and commits to the speaker truth. It shows the truth condition 

of the meaning of the utterance. The following is the example: The sun 

rises in the East That utterance shows the fact that the sun really rises in 

the East. This is a common fact that everyone knows. 3. Expressive. 

Expressive is kind of illocutionary act which can show what the speaker 

feels. It expresses the psychological states. The example is shown by the 

following utterance: I’m sorry to hear that. The utterance above shows 

the empathy of the speaker to the hearer condition. The speaker tries to 

feel what the hearer feel. Therefore, the hearer will at least lose a bit of 

their tension. 4. Directive. Directive is a kind of illocutionary act which is 

used by the speaker to get someone else to do something. This kind of 

illocutionary act can make the hearer under an obligation. The example of 

directive illocutionary act: Don’t be too noisy! That utterance contains a 

prohibition. It makes the hearer to be in silent. Maybe this is because the 

speaker feels annoyed with the crowded made by the hearer. 5. 

Commisive. Commisive illocutionary act is an act which makes the 

speaker to commit what s/he said. It is also a future action of the speaker. 

The example: I promise to give you some money. The utterance above is 



 

 

 

the example of commisive illocutionary act. It shows a promise of the 

speaker. It also shows what the speaker has to do in the future.
7
 

4. Cohesion is a semantic property of a text sticking together in some way; 

i.e., a cohesive text tends to link its sentences together semantically. This 

semantic aspect of cohesion has a relation with the reader who interprets 

the elements in a given co-text depending on the other element within the 

same co-text. Halliday and Hassan assert that: “Cohesion occurs where 

the interpretation of some element in the discourse is dependent on that 

of another. The one presupposes the other in the sense that it cannot be 

effectively decoded except by resources to it”.  

In fact, the presupposition is an important aspect in cohesion 

because it extracts the unrelated sentences by the connected one. Thus 

relations in meaning of any sentence depending on the surrounding 

elements. In other words “cohesion refers to the range of possibilities that 

exist for linking something with what has gone before. Since this linking 

is achieved through relations in meaning”.  

To illustrate, let us examine the following example: «Wash and 

core six cooking apples. Put them in a fire proof dish» the item “them” in 

the second sentence refers back to “six cooking apples” in the first 

sentence . In this, since we cannot understand the second sentence without 

referring to the first one which gives sign to what “them” stands for. That 
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is to say, “them” is an item to which it facilitates the reader’s 

understanding of the relation between sentences in the text. 

 As in the case of the above example, cohesionis focused on the 

relation of the boundaries between sentences rather than within sentences 

.In other words, it is interested in the “intersentence” which ensure 

texture. Moreover, although cohesion exists within the limit of a single 

sentence, it is of less importance because the sentence is naturally 

cohesive due to its grammatical structure. «Cohesion ties between 

sentences stands out more clearly because they are the only source of 

texture, whereas within the sentence there are the structural relations as 

well». For instance, «If you happen to see the admiral don’t tell him his 

ship’s gone down» in this sentence,”His” and “Him” refer to “admiral” in 

the first half of the same sentence .Thus, the realization of cohesion within 

the sentence is governed by rules of pronominalisation; i.e., the use of a 

given pronoun to be referred to is determined by the sentence structure. 

For example a sentence such as “John took John’s hat off and hang John’s 

hat on a peg: cannot be accounted as a cohesive sentence unless we use 

some of the pronominal forms to be referred to the identity of the 

pronominal form. Then, let us consider that we are talking about the same 

“John” and the same “hat”. Meanwhile, we get sentence structured as 



 

 

 

“John took his hat off and hang it on a peg” in which “his” referred to 

“John” and “it” referred to “hat”.
8
  

B. Some Pertinent Ideas 

1. English corner is a fun, free, informal weekly time of tutoring for 

international students who would like to improve their conversational 

English skills. It is open to any person who wants to attend.
9
 

2. Developed in the 1970s defined that discourse analysis is concerned 

with "the use of language in a running discourse, continued over a 

number of sentences, and involving the interaction of speaker (or 

writer) and auditor (or reader) in a specific situational context, and 

within a framework of social and cultural conventions". Discourse 

analysis has been described as an interdisciplinary study of discourse 

within linguistics, though it has also been adopted (and adapted) by 

researchers in numerous other fields in the social sciences. Theoretical 

perspectives and approaches used in discourse analysis include the 

following: applied linguistics, conversation analysis, pragmatics, 

rhetoric, stylistics, and text linguistics among many others. 
10

 

3. Oral discourse displays a number of differences from written 

discourse which are accounted for mainly by its communication 
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channel and by being an on-line communication, i.e. cognitive 

processes and discourse generation and reproduction are performed 

almost simultaneously. Alongside with that oral discourse possesses a 

number of ‘compensating’ tools such as gestures, intonation, 

discourse markers, hesitation markers, etc. We define hesitation 

markers as a set of tools with certain time duration that are used to 

solve oral discourse generation and reproduction problems and that 

can be both retrospective (e.g. correction of a produced discourse 

piece) and perspective.
11

 

4. The term conversation is widely used, in a non-technical sense, and 

people seem capable of distinguishing it from other kinds of talk. 

They mean, broadly speaking, that the talk is less formal. Discourse 

analysts are rather vague about what they mean by ‘conversation’ too, 

and some seem to use the term to describe any kind of oral 

interaction.
12

 

5.  To understand language one must understand the speaker’s intention. 

Since language is intentional behavior, it should be treated like a form 

of action. Thus Searle refers to statements as speech acts. The speech 

act is the basic unit of language used to express meaning, an utterance 
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that expresses an intention. Normally, the speech act is a sentence, 

but it can be a word or phrase as long as it follows the rules necessary 

to accomplish the intention. When one speaks, one performs an act. 

Speech is not just used to designate something, it actually does 

something. Speech act stresses the intent of the act as a whole. 

Understanding the speaker’s intention is essential to capture the 

meaning. Without the speaker’s intention, it is impossible to 

understand the words as a speech act. There are four types of speech 

act: utterance acts, propositional acts (referring is a type of 

propositional act), illocutionary acts (promises, questions and 

commands) and perlocutionary acts. A perlocutionary act can be used 

to elicit some behavioral response from the listener. Searle believes 

that speakers perform acts by observing two types of rules: 

constitutive rules or definition rules (create or define new forms of 

behavior) and regulative or behavior rules (these rules govern types of 

behavior that already exist)
13
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Research Design 

This research used descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research is 

the collection, analysis, and interpretation of comprehensive narrative and visual 

data in order to gain insight into a particular phenomenon of interest. The 

purposes of qualitative research are broad in scope and center around promoting 

a deep and holistic or complex understanding of a particular phenomenon, such 

as an environment, a process, or even a belief. Descriptive qualitative meant the 

researcher just needed to collect the data and described what happens in the field. 

The data which has been collected has been classified based on the kinds, 

characteristics, or the condition.
14

 Whereas
15

 defined that qualitative research is 

descriptive which is the data collected in the form of words of pictures rather 

than number. Qualitative research was the one way that the researcher used to 

get the data validly. 

These two characteristic of qualitative research, the simultaneous study 

of many aspect of a phenomenon and the attempt to study things as they exist 

naturally, help in part to explain the recent growing enthusiasm for qualitative 

research in education. 
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B. Research Subject 

This researcher used this research to analyze and to describe the fields 

and situation and everything that happens there, because only qualitative 

research could answer all the research questions.  

The research subject was subject from which the data was obtained. The 

research subject was the host who presented and talked when the event was 

being holding.
16

 

C. Research Instrument 

In obtaining data, the researcher used three types of instrument, namely 

observation studio, interview and document review. 

1. Observation Studio 

Observation Studio is the act of observing, the act of making and 

recording a measurement. In observation, qualitative research provided data by 

simply watching the participants, without altering or manipulating it. The 

researcher observed whole the part of the studio. Observation studio aimed to 

know the environment while broadcasting. In this case, the researcher focused on 

observing the event, like the host, the audiences, the material, or the process 

during on air, etc. For getting the actually data, the researcher was a part of 

English corner. 
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2. Interview  

Interview is a purposeful interaction in which one person was trying to 

obtain information from another. Interview permitted the researcher to obtain 

important data they acquired from observation alone, although pairing 

observation and interview provided a valuable way to gather complementary 

data. Interviewer explored and probed participants’ responses to gather more in-

depth data about their experiences and feelings. The researcher used this kind of 

interview as her instrument. The kind of interview that the researcher used was 

semi structured interview. This type of interview is included in-depth interviews, 

which. The purpose of this type of interview is to find problems more openly 

invited to an interview in which the parties requested opinions, and ideas - ideas. 

In conducting interviews, researchers needed to listen carefully and took a note 

of what was stated by informants. The researcher kindly invited the informant 

out of on air or broadcasting for getting the validly data. The researcher also met 

her at her home if necessary. These were the things that the researcher had to 

prepare in her interview, they were;  

- The researcher prepared the oral question. 

- The researcher interviewed the host. 

- The researcher collected and selected the data to make conclusion of the 

result. 

3. Document Review 

Videotape and audiotape provided qualitative research with another 

valuable, if not some data obtrusive, data source. The use of audiotape and 



 

 

 

videotape also raised the serious issue of time allotment. Watching and listening 

then recording took an enormous amount of time. This was perhaps the number 

one challenge for researcher using these data sources. In document review the 

researcher also made a friendship with event organizer to get the data such the 

background of English corner, ask the recording, etc. The researcher also gave a 

paper to informant and asked her willingness to be interviewed and the 

researcher guaranteed the informant that their data was secured. 

D.  Data Collecting Procedure 

1. Field Research 

The method of data collection is field research. In this method, the 

researcher was participating on English corner and observing the environment 

there. The researcher also was interacting with the host and the manager of 

English corner, Polinas Makassar, and the host to make friendship. The 

researcher also found new environment, new experience. The researcher used 

field research to answer the oral analysis, to learn the new environment, and to 

describe the scenario.
17

 

2. Fieldwork 

The researcher used certain ways in collecting data. The procedures in 

collecting data consist of; 
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a) Observation 

 The researcher came to TVRI as the audience and presented in 

broadcasting. 

 The researcher did observation when the host on her broadcasting. 

 The researcher made a friendship with the event organizer to make her 

feel easy in getting the needed data. 

 The researcher did observation by noticing some items in observation 

attachment. 

 The researcher selected the exactly data which has been collected. 

b) Interview 

 The researcher explained the procedures in interview that would be held. 

 The researcher met the host to do interview in some place. 

 The researcher used the question list in interviewing the host. But she 

could develop her question based on the host’s answers. 

 When the researcher was being interviewing the host, she also recorded 

the conversation between them and wrote some information that she got. 

c) Document Review 

 The researcher recorded the scenario and put in CD. 

 The researcher wrote the scenario into narrative. 

E. Major Principles Associated with Ethical Conduct 

In conducting research, there are some principles associated with ethical 

conduct that the researcher needed to obey, namely: 

 



 

 

 

1. Do not Harm 

The researcher must not involve the research participants in any situation 

in which they might be harmed. However, in this qualitative research that has 

been conducted, the researcher could be sure about her research that all was safe. 

If there will be something that happens, the researcher will be responsible for all 

the consequences without involving the participants. 

2. Privacy and Anonymity 

Keeping privacy and anonymity discussed clearly between the researcher 

and the research participants by face to face. However the general rule here is the 

researcher may not state in her research finding about what the participant do not 

want to. In addition, because this research is qualitative research, and the aim is 

to explain the answers of the research questions deeply, anonymity will not be 

the specific problem. 

3. Confidentiality 

The researcher treated the research by confidential manner, and it will be 

the researcher’s responsibility. 

4. Informed Consent 

The research participants involved in the research can choose whether or 

not to participate. In this case, the researcher cannot force them to join the 

research. However, if the research will be done by group, each person will not 

have a chance to decide whether joining the research or not. It is because the 

decision will be stated by the superior or the leader of the group.  

 



 

 

 

5. Rapport and Friendship 

To get much information, the researcher should make rapport among the 

research participants. However, the researcher should be careful of making 

rapport. Being too close with the research participants can affect the research 

process. Therefore, the researcher can make rapport among them, but the 

researcher cannot make friendship because it will involve the researcher’s 

emotion deeply. 

6. Intrusiveness 

Intrusiveness can mean that the researcher cannot disturb the research 

participants’ time, disturbing their space, and disturbing their personal lives. In 

this case, the research participants are the students, so the researcher can make 

sure that the research will be conducted without disturbing them because the 

researcher will conduct the research based on the procedures that the researcher 

have understood. 

7. Inappropriate Behavior 

We probably all know about what is called inappropriate behavior. Not 

only the researcher, but also the research participants must avoid inappropriate 

behavior in conducting research because all we have to have is respect one 

another. 

F. Data Analysis Technique 

The researcher used qualitative in analyzing the data. The data source of 

qualitative research was spoken or written word that was observed by the 

researcher, and the things that were observed should be noticed well so that the 



 

 

 

researcher found the implicit meaning from the files or things. So the researcher 

used the words (picture if necessary) in describing the result of the research.
18

 

 There were three steps in analyzing data generally, namely preparation, 

tabulation, and applying data which were appropriate with the research approach. 

Here was the researcher outline the explanation. Preparation meant checking the 

data that had been got like recordings or pictures. Tabulation meant analyzing 

data to make the conclusion. It involved the way how to change or to choose in 

analyzing the data. The last was applying data which was appropriate with the 

research approach
19

. Because this research was descriptive, so the researcher only 

needed to know the result of the research, namely interview and observation, and 

describes the atmosphere of English corner. 

The researcher used Miles & Huberman Model in analyzing data. Miles & 

Huberman stated that there were three activities in analyzing data, namely data 

reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/ verification.
20
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( Sugiyono, 2012) 

The first step was data reduction. Reducting data meant summarying 

data, choosing the main points, focusing on the important things, and looking for 

the patterns. The data that the researcher collected in the field was in the 

complex and many forms. Therefore, the researcher had to concise the data 

which she needed to bring to the next step in analyzing data and throw out the 

data that was not needed. In this case, the needed data was the data with finding 

values that helped the researcher in making conclusion based on the research 

method that she used.  

The second one was data display. Displaying data was presenting data 

into the pattern. In qualitative research, the data could be displayed by using a 

brief description, chart, the relationship among the categories, and so on. 

However Miles and Huberman emphasized that the way in displaying data that 

was frequently used wass nasrrative text. In addition, beside using narrative text, 

the researcher should use graph, matrix, or network.  



 

 

 

The third one was conclusion drawing/ verification. Conclusion drawing 

was describing all of the data that has been analyzed. The conclusion was a new 

finding that could be a hyphotesis, even a theory if it is supported by some data 

widely. 
21
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Findings 

As the researcher explained in the previous chapter, there were three 

kinds of instruments that the researcher used in collecting data, namely 

observation, document review, and interview. Whereas, observation was used to 

gather more data in order to enrich the data collected interview and document 

review. Thus, the findings were classified into three main categories, namely; (1) 

Research Findings through Observation, (2) Research Findings through 

Document Review, (3) Research Findings through Interview. 

1. Research Findings through Observation Studio 

Table 1. Data Display of Observation Studio
22

 

No. Objects of Observation Researcher’s Interpretation 

1. Room setting “Room used by her was the general room 

for the other broadcasting. So everybody 

could see the program after getting 

permittion from the event organizer. 
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2. Research Findings through Document Review 

2. O\pening and Closing 

process 

“The program opened by some show from 

the singer or band to entertain the 

participants there.  

3. The Procedure The participant paid attention of the 

speakers well. It was proved by the 

participants’ question in the middle of 

program when the host allowed them to 

ask. In question section, the host accepted 

some question from people who were 

calling to program number phone. 

4. Environmental 

Broadcasting 

“The cameramen directed his camera to 

everybody who attended the program and 

closed up the participant’s face when he/ 

she was asking the question. 

  “The speakers were active to respond the 

participants or callers questions. 

6. The host attitude The host was as stakeholder, she re-

explained and answered the questions well. 



 

 

 

Document review that the researcher meant here was the recorded data when 

the host was broadcasting. Here was the researcher speech act, cohesion and 

coherence describing below 

The researcher explained based on the data that she got in the following.  

In scenario 04:48 the host said “ nice song, it is very relaxing in this hot 

Monday today”.  From the utterance above, there was locutionary “ nice song”. It 

meant the host told all the audiences that the song that had been sung was good to 

hear. And illocutionary “it is very relaxing in this hot Monday. In this utterance, the 

host stressed that the song could relax all the audiences when they have heard that 

song in that hectic day. From this utterance, has no perlocutionary. The kind of 

utterance was expressive because it showed what the host and the other participants 

feel. 

In scenario 05:44 the host said “we have something to discuss about”. From 

the utterance, there was locutioary “we have something”. It meant the host wanted 

to tell the audiences and inform them the thing that she prepared to show them 

which she has planned. And illocutionary “ something to discuss about”. From the 

utterance, it implied that the host wanted the audiences to listen to the speakers 

while they were discussing and asking some questions after they were finishing their 

discussion. And perlocutionary “we have something to discuss about”. After hearing 

this utterance, the speakers were discussing one to another including with the host. 



 

 

 

The kind of utterance was directive because the host had the speakers to do 

something. 

In scenario 05:50 the host said “do you have any goal in your life?”. From the 

utterance, there was locutionary “do you have any goal?”. It meant the host wanted 

to know what the first speaker purpose of her life was. And illocutionary “ do you 

have any goal?” the host wanted to tell the purpose of her life and to think what her 

goal life. And perlocutionay “ do you have any goal?”. After hearing this utterance, 

the speaker answered and explained what the purpose of life. The kind of utterance 

was directive because the host wanted to know the answers and wanted to give some 

suggestions to the speaker. 

In scenario 05:55 the host said “why do you choose that to become your 

goals? And what are you going to do when you already achieved your goals?”. From 

the utterance, there was locutionary “why do you choose become your goal? What 

would the speakers do when they achieved them?”. It meant the host wanted to 

know the speakers reason and action of their goal in their future. And illocutionary 

“what are you going to do when you already achieved them?. It implied that the host 

asked the speaker what the speaker would do in the future when the speaker reached 

the goals to the other people. And perlocutionary “why do you choose that to 

become your goals?”. After hearing this utterance, the speakers explained what they 

were going to do and how to become useful to the people. The kind of utterance was 



 

 

 

directive because the host had her to answer and had her to do something when she 

achieved her goals.    

In scenario 07:30 the host said “ do you have any favorite designer?”. From 

the utterance, there was locutionary “ do you have any favorite designer?”. It meant 

that the host wanted to know the idol of the speaker in design. And illocutionary, 

“do you have any favorite designer, the host wanted to know the reason that inspired 

her from her favorite designer in her goal. And perlocutionary “do you have any 

favorite designer?”. After hearing this utterance, the speaker told them and shared to 

them why the speaker chose her/ his as favorite designer. The kind of utterance was 

directive because the host had to the speaker to answer and to mention the favorite 

designer. 

In scenario 08:17 the host said “any favorite musician?”. From the utterance, 

there was locutionary “ any favorite musician?”. It meant the host wanted to know 

whom did you like from the famous musician. And illocutionary “any favorite 

musician?” the host wanted to know more deeply about your passion. And 

perlocutionary “ any favorite musician?”. The speaker mentioned who the favorite 

was. The kind of utterance was directive because the host wanted the speaker to tell 

who the favorite was. 

In scenario 08:24 the host said “the only one boy that I have today in in on 

the stage but not that you are”. From the utterance, there was locutionary “the only 

one boy”. It meant the host wanted to make that she had just one man of 



 

 

 

participants. And there was illocutionary, “the only one boy that I have today on the 

stage”. From the utterance, it implied that the host mean was on the stage, including 

with the participants and also to keep calm the situation, to entertain the 

participants and to relax the situation also. In this utterance there was no 

perlocutionary found. The kind of utterance was expressive because the host 

expressed what she felt. 

In scenario 09:40 the host said “ and if you want to join us letter, maybe we 

can open  our interactive session later on by dialing the number”. From the 

utterance, there was locutionary “ by dialing the number”. It meant by calling the 

number. And illocutionary “if you want to join us letter, maybe we can open our 

interactive session later on by dialing the number”. It implied that everybody who 

was in the room or somebody was watching at home, and was able to call if they 

have something to ask. And perlocutionary “we can open the letter on by dialing the 

number”. After saying this utterance, somebody dialed the number. The kind of 

utterance was directive because the host had somebody to call. 

In scenario 09:47 the host said “ before you call here, let me give a little bit 

interactive first with our four speakers here”. From the utterance, there was 

locutionary “ let me give a little bit interactive first with our four speakers here”. It 

meant the host wanted to start the conversation among the speakers and herself.  

And illocutionary “ before you call here, let me give a little bit interactive first with 

our four speakers here. It implied that the host did not want somebody cut their 



 

 

 

speech while conversation and waiting till question section was opened. And 

perlocutinary “let me give a little bit interactive first with our four speakers”. After 

this utterance was said, they made a conversation and interactive till the time was 

up. The kind of utterance was directive because they did interactive. 

In scenario 13:10 the host said “ good ambition”. From this utterance, there 

was locutionary “ good ambition”. It meant the speaker had good aspiration. And 

illocutionary “ good ambition”. It implied that the host praised the speaker dream. In 

this utterance, had no perlocutionary found. The kind of utterance was expressive 

because the host had good ambition when the host was saying it. 

In scenario 13:41 the host said “ bj, any goal of life, want to get the most 

beautiful girl in the world? That is one of goal. Right?”. From this utterance there 

was locutionary “want to get the most beautiful girl”. It meant the host wanted to 

know what the speaker wished to have the most beautiful in his life. And 

illocutionary “ this is one of goal”. The host mentioned this utterance because some 

people in the world wished to have the most beautiful girl as a wife. And 

perlocutionary “ that is one of goals. Right?”. After hearing this utterance the 

speaker shaken his head and saying no because that no what he wished. The kind of 

utterance was directive because it seemed like the host suggested this to the speaker. 

In scenario 14:17 the host said “ take the remote and ask the robot go and 

wash the dishes. From this utterance, there was locutionary “take the remote and ask 

the robot go”. It meant the host just got the remote and had the machine to do 



 

 

 

something. And illocutionary “ ask the robot to go and wash the dishes”. It implied 

that the host wished the machine could replace all the daily jobs at home and the 

host would not waste much time for doing the jobs. In this utterance had no 

perlocutionary because that just what host wished in the future. The kind of 

utterance was commissive because that what the host wished in the future.  

In scenario 16:58 the host said “ no, don’t worry, I am just kidding”. From 

this utterance, there was locutionary “ don’t worry”. It meant the host said to 

speaker not to be anxious with what the host said. And illocutionary “ no, don’t 

worry, I am just kidding. It implied that the host wished to the speaker not to be 

offended with the conversation and not to think deeply about it in your future. From 

this utterance, had no perlocutionary because after hearing this, there was no effect 

to each other. The kind of this utterance was expressive because the host expressed 

what she felt. 

In scenario 17:06 the host said “ do you expect this goal since you were child 

or just come out when you know Dian Pelangi and then I wanna be like her?. From 

this utterance, there was locutionary  “ do you expect this goal since you were 

child”. It meant the host asked did the host dream this as her dream in her childhood. 

And illocutionary “ do you expect this goal since you were child or just come out 

when you know Dian Pelangi and then wanna be like her. It implied that the host 

wanted to know that this goal had been planned or just came out nowdays or maybe 

Dian Pelangi inspired her. And perlocutionary “ do you expect this goal”. After 



 

 

 

hearing this, the speaker answered spontaneity and said no. The kind of this 

utterance was representative because the host wanted to make it sure with the 

answer. 

In scenario 18:29 the host said “ in your opinion, what do you need to get 

your goal in the future?”. From this utterance, there was locutionary “what do you 

need to get your goal in the future. It meant the host wanted to know what the 

speaker would do the reach the goal. And illocutionary “what do you need to get 

your goal in the future”. It implied that the host that from the answer, it could 

inspire and motivate who heard that utterance. And perlocutionary “ what do you 

need to get your goal in the future”. After hearing this, the speaker mentioned and 

told us the steps that are needed to do. The kind of utterance was directive because 

the speaker’s answer seemed like suggestion. 

In scenario 19:45 the host said “ you try to study hard from now”. From this 

utterance, there was locutionary “ you try to study hard from now”. It meant the 

speaker had to work harder since today. And illocutionary “ you try to study hard 

from now. It implied that the host suggested to the speaker to study harder if they 

really wanted to reach that dream. In this utterance, has no perlocutionary. The kind 

of this utterance was directive because the host suggested this to the speaker. 

In scenario 20:32 the host said “ one day, if you already have a robot, pease 

give me one”. From this utterance, there was locutionary “ please give me one”. It 

meant the host wished to have one of his robot handmade. And illocutionary “ one 



 

 

 

day, if you already have a robot, please give me one. It implied that that the host 

wished someday after having this robot, it could ease her jobs at home. In this 

utterance, has no perlocutionary found because it was host wishes. The kind of this 

utterance was directive because it was host wants. 

In scenario 26:50 the host said “ they are good, they are smart. From this 

utterance, there was locutionary “ they are good, they are smart”. It meant they were 

kind people and clever. And illocutionary “ they are good and they are smart”. It 

implied that the host praised this after showing their performance in that interactive. 

In this utterance, has no perlocutionary found. The kind of this utterance was 

expressive because the host expressed and praised the speakers. 

In scenario 28:28 the host said “oh okay”. From this utterance, there was 

locutionary “oh, okay”. It meant oh cool, oh great. And illocutionary “ oh okay”. It 

implied that the host agreed what the principle of school explained. In this 

utterance, has no perlocutionary. The kind utterance was representative because it 

was the same with what the principle of the school said and the host experience. 

In scenario 28:51 the host said “ and now I would like to give a chance for 

the one who has question, the audience. Yes please. From this utterance, there was 

locutionary “ I would like to give a chance for the one who has question. It meant 

the one who had question had an opportunity to ask the question. And illocutionary 

“and now I would like to give a chance for the one who has question, the audience, 

yes please. It implied that the host was opening the question section and the 



 

 

 

audience was allowed to ask. And perlocutionary “ the audience. Yes please. After 

hearing this utterance, the audience raised the hand and held the microphone. The 

kind of utterance was directive because the host allowed the audience to ask. 

In scenario 29:50 the host said “ because no guaranteed in this life, except 

you buy an electronic tools and then you have one year guaranteed. From this 

utterance, there was locutionary “ no guaranteed in this life”. It meant the speaker 

could not make sure. And illocutionary “ because no guaranteed in this life”. It 

implied that everybody just could plan, but could not decide what would be 

happening for tomorrow. In this utterance, has no perlocutionary. The kind of 

utterance was representative because everybody believe this and this is a faith in 

every religion. 

Table 2. Data Display of Document Review
1
 

Number Scenario Locutionary Illocutionary Perlocutinary 

The type of 

Illocutionary 

1 04:48     - Expressive 

2 05:44       Directive 

3 05:50       Directive 

4 05:55       Directive 

5 07:30       Directive 

                                                 
1
 (DR, English Corner, February 15

th
, 2016). 



 

 

 

6 08:17       Directive 

7 08:24     - Expessive 

8 09:40       Directive 

9 09:47       Directive 

10 13:10     - Expressive 

11 13:41       Directive 

12 14:17     - Commissive 

13 16:58     - Expressive 

14 17:06       Representative 

15 18:29     - Directive 

16 19:45     - Directive 

17 20:32     - Directive 

18 26:50     - Expressive 

19 28:28     - Representative 

20 28:51       Directive 

21 29:50     - Representative 

 

Here was the pronoun that the researcher explained based on the recording 

data in document review that had relation to cohesion and coherence below. 

In scenario 06:50 “I join in many organizations at my school one of them is 

intra organization of student association, and also I am the leader of it”. From the 



 

 

 

conversation between the host and the speaker, it found the word “it”. “it” referred 

to intra organization of student association. 

In scenario 07:30 “do you have favorite designer? Dyan Pelangi is my 

favorite one. Okay . she is the one who inspires you to become designer”. From the 

conversation between the host and the speaker, it found the word “she”. “she” 

referred to Dyan Pelangi. 

In scenario 08:24 “ the only one boy that I have today on the stage”. From 

the conversation between the host and the speaker, it found the word “one boy”. 

“one boy” referred to the fourth speaker. 

In scenario 09:10 “and I would like to greet all the audiences in this studio 

today. Hello. All of them are from Mtsn. Model Makassar”. From the conversation 

between the host and audiences, it found the word “them”. “them” referred to all the 

teachers, the students and the staff of the school. 

In scenario 09:25 “ and I would like to thank you for the principle of Mtsn. 

Model Makassar, Mr. Drs. H. Abd. Rafiq M.Pd, so you must be so proud today see 

the teachers and the students right here on\ Englis\h corner. And of course we are 

going to talk about goal of life. And if you want to join us letter, maybe we can open 

our interactive session later on by dialing number. Before you call here, let me 

interactive first with four speakers”. From the conversation between the host and the 

audiences, it found the word “you”,”we”, “me”. “you” referred to the principle of 

Mtsn. Model Makassar. “we” referred to the host and the students who on the stage. 



 

 

 

“you” referred to somebody who wanted to call for asking some questions. “we” 

referred to the host, and the speakers. “me’ referred to the host. 

In scenario 09:58 “ so we talk about goal of life, what do you think about 

goal of life?” who wants go first? Let me. I think goal of life something related to 

purpose of life, something that our dreams, or our ambitions, so I can say that goal 

of life is about what we want to be, what we want to do, what we want to fix, or 

what we want to make better then before”. From the conversation between the host 

and the first speaker, it found the word “we”, “you”, “me”, “I”, “our”. “we” referred 

to the host and the four speakers, “you”, “me” and “I” referred to the first speaker, 

“we” and “our” referred to people generally. 

In scenario 10:43 “ by learn from what is the most you need in the past, and 

fix it in the future”. From the conversation between the host and the first speaker, it 

found word “you” and “it”. “you” referred to people generally. “it” referred to the 

most you need in the future. 

In scenario 10:53 “how about yaya, any different opinion? What is goal of 

life in your point of view. To me goal of life is something that we want to catch or 

get in our life like dreams, wishes, and hopes. But if you cannot reach your goal life, 

don’t be like disappointed. Because just believe Allah always gives you the best 

way”. From the conversation between the host and the second speaker, it found 

word “your”, “me”, “we”, “our”, “your”, and “you”. “your” and “me” referred to the 

second speaker, and “we”, “our”, “your”, and “you” referred to people generally. 



 

 

 

In scenario 11:24 “ do you have another opinion darling? Yes I have. Goal of 

life is something like dreams, wishes, and ambitions and what people want to reach 

it out. So goal of life is really important because all of your effort that you have 

done so far supports what you want, if out of there, there some people has no goal of 

life, their effort is for nothing”. From the conversation between the host and the 

third speaker, it found word “you”, “I”, “it”, “your”, “you”, “their”. “you” and “I” 

referred to third speaker. “it” referred to goal of life. “your”, “you”, and “their” 

referred to people generally. 

In scenario 11:53 “ what do you think of goal of life? To me goal of life is 

something that everyone have to have. Goal of life something that you dream of, 

what you really want, so you have to work hard and do your best, and try to reach 

it”. From the conversation between the fourth speaker and the host, it found word 

“you”, “me”, “you”, and “it’. “you” and “me” referred to the fourth speaker. “you” 

referred to people generally. “it” referred to goal of life. 

In scenario 12:26 “ and what is your goal of life tika? Actually my goal of 

life is become a minister of environment. Because I really love environment, 

specially in Indonesia. I want to always keep it clean. we can see people nowdays 

always careless to their environment, is like throw their rubbish everywhere and the 

drinking water, I am so worrying with limited drinking water”. From the 

conversation between the host and first speaker, it found word “your”, “my”, “I”, 



 

 

 

“it”, “their”. “your” and “my” is the first speaker possessive. “I” referred to the first 

speaker. “it” referred to environment, and “their” referred to people generally. 

In scenario 13:16 “what about yaya, what is your goal of life?. I want to be 

famous international designer, seem like my idol. So you want to invite all the 

people in the world with your passion”. From the conversation between the host and 

the second speaker, it found word “your”, “I”, “my”, and “your”. “your”, and “I” 

referred to the second speaker. “my” referred to the second speaker idol, Dyan 

Pelangi. “your” referred to the second speaker passion. 

In scenario 13:30 “ sasa, what is your goal in this life? My goal of life is want 

to be a doctor like my father. Aahh you want to be a docter like your father”. From 

the conversation between the host and the third speaker, it found word “your”, 

“my”, “my”, and “your”. “your” and “my” referred to the third speaker’s goal. “my” 

and “your” referred to the father of the third speaker. 

In scenario 13:51 “my goal of life is because I am interested in technology, I 

really want to make a robot. What do you imagine this robot can do? It can, what 

human can do”. From the conversation between the host and the fourth speaker, it 

found “my”, “I”, and “it”. “my” referred to the fourth speaker goal, “I” referred to 

the fourth speaker, and “it” referred to robot. 

In scenario 14:33 “every person has different goal in your life. That is your 

ambition for a long in your future”. From the conversation among the host and the 



 

 

 

speakers, it found “your”, and “your”. “your” referred to person, and “your” referred 

to all the speakers..  

 Based on the previous research, cohesion referred to the degree to which 

sentences (or even different parts of one sentence) were connected so that the flow 

of ideas was easy to follow. To achieve good cohesion, you needed to know how to 

use cohesion devices which were certain words or phrases that served the purpose of 

connecting two statements, usually by referring back to what you had previously 

written or said
2
. It was the same case with what the researcher found here in 

conversation that was referring back to what they said in their conversation.  

“So what we are going to talk about this week in English corner? Of course 

we always have something to discuss about. And this week we are going to talk 

about goal of life. What is the goal of our life? What is your goal? Do you have any 

goal in your life? And why do choose that to become your goals? And what are you 

going to do when you already achieved your goals? That is what we are going to 

discuss with four speakers from Mtsn> Model Makassar, and let me introduce you 

who are the speakers today. I have three girls and one boy. I have Tika, please 

introduce yourself”. 

                                                 
2 Besma Azzouz, “A Discourse Analysis of Grammatical Cohesion in Students’ Writing”, A 

Dissertation(Faculty of Letters and Languages, Mentouri University,2009). 

 



 

 

 

From the conversation above, the sentences that the researcher bold in 

paragraph had no coherence because in the first paragraph till the middle of 

paragraph, the host talked about goal of life, but in the end of paragraph, the host 

did not talk it any more 

3. Research Findings through Semi - Structured Interview 

After doing observation and document review, the researcher also asked four 

main questions in semi – structured interview. These were the four mainly question 

as bellow: 

a) Apakah kesulitan yang Anda hadapi saat berbicara? 

b) Apa yang menjadi penyebab dari kesulitan itu? 

c) Bagaimana cara Anda mengalihkan pembicaraan? 

d) Bagaimana persiapan Anda menghadapi speaker? 

The result of this semi – structured interview as bellow: 

 The researcher: “Apakah kesulitan yang Anda hadapi saat berbicara di ini apa 

ketika menjadi presenter English corner?” 

 The host: “Kesulitan yang paling dihadapi ketika menjadi host English 

corner, yang pertama adalah ketika tiba-tiba kita blank mencari vocabulary 

yang tepat untuk menggambarkan situasi dan kondisi apa yang kita ingin 

ungkapkan. Itu yang pertama. Jadi kadang-kadang belum ketemu kata yang 

pas setidaknya saya menjelaskan secara umum dulu ini loh maksud kata yang 

mau saya cari itu sampai akhirnya tiba-tiba mungkin kata itu langsung 



 

 

 

teringat sendiri apalagi didepan kamera ya walaupun sudah terbiasa tapi 

tetap juga ada nervousnya, dan itu kadang-kadang itu hambatan yang paling 

besar buat saya”. 

 The researcher: “Nervous”. 

 The host: “Nervous dan membuat vocabulary tiba-tiba hilang. Kadang-

kadang lupa apa ya bahasa inggrisnya, apa ya. Kayak begitu”. 

 The researcher: “Padahal kita tauji itu masudnya?”. 

 The host: “Saya ingat sebelumnya, tapi ketika disitu, ketika mau 

menjelaskan apa ya, apa ya”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu seringki kak kayak begitu? Kayak apa ya apa ya, 

sering?”. 

 The host: “Nda juga. Saya mengalihkan itu dengan mencoba menjelaskan 

makna dari kata yang saya mau bilang”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu pengalihan scenarionya kak pa, berarti maksudnya 

hm kita ausahakan supaya tidak kentara bahwa kita sedang tidak 

mengalihkan pembicaraan?”. 

 The host: “ Iya, iya”. 

 The researcher: “Owgh,caranya”?. 

 The host: “Caranya dengan itu tadi, ketika misalnya saya mau ee katanya itu 

saya belum bisa ingat apa ya kata yang tepat untuk mengambarkan itu, 

akhirnya saya jelaskan. Saya jelaskan arti dari kata itu sendiri dengan 



 

 

 

penjelasan yang panjang lebar. Dan kadang kalo  narasumbernya ini, owgh 

maksudmu ini ya? Owgh ya itu, itu yang saya cari. Gitu”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu sering terjadi kak?.” 

 The host: “Tidak juga. Jadi terkadang kita sering terbantu juga ketika 

narasumbernya sangat lancer berbahasa Inggris”. 

 The researcher: “Hmm”. 

 The researcher: “Terus apa kesulitan selanjutnya?”. 

 The host: “Kesulitan berikutnya ketika harus mewancarai, ini kan acaranya 

English corner ya. Ketika harus mewawancarai tamu dengan bahasa Inggris 

yang sangat pas-pasan”. 

 The researcher: “Berarti ini tamunya, speakernya terlalu pintar, atau?”. 

 The host: “Kadang mungkin dia maksudnya begini, tapi lain lain cara 

bilangnya, akhirnya saya mengertinya lain juga”. 

 The researcher: “Jadinya ambigu?”. 

 The host: “Nda tonji, tapi bagaimana ya, hmm kadang-kadang saya senyum-

senyum saja. Oh mungkin yang dia maksud begini, kadang saya tanya lain, 

dia jawab juga lain. Oh mungkin dia tidak mengerti maksud pertanyaan saya, 

jadi kadang saya ulangi lagi pertanyaannya dengan kalimat yang lain 

berharap dia mengerti”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu biasa sampe berapa kali kak kita ulang?”. 

 The host: “Paling dua kali”. 



 

 

 

 The researcher: “Dan ini tidak hampir disemua pertemuan?”. 

 The host: “Tidak semua pertemuan cumin occasionally saja”. 

 The researcher: “Terus hambatan selanjutnya apa lagi kak?”. 

 The host: “Untuk English corner hambatannya apa ya, ituji sih yang paling 

ini, yang lain ndak”. 

 The researcher: “oh jadi so far,apa namanya, ndak terlalu”. 

 The host: “Semua hambatannya masih bisa diatasi kecuali maksudnya diluar 

hambatan tekhnis, soal tekhnisnya orang kantor ya lain”. 

 The researcher: “Terus bagaimana itu persiapanta kak menyiapkan materi 

apa segala macam atau misalnya berapa menit kita persiapkan atau misalnya 

berjalan diatas panggung dengan sendirinya?” 

 The host: “Biasanya kalo misalnya materinya cepat dikasi, biasanya kan 

English corner tayang setiap hari Senin, jadi kalo materinya sudah ada hari 

Jumat, saya bisa prepare Sabtu dan Minggu. Walaupun sudah ada temanya 

kan paling tidak saya bisa bikin point-pointnya. Oh ini mau dibawa kemana 

arah pembicaraannya. Seperti itu. Persiapan lainnya itu kalos soal temanya, 

pokoknya kalo ada sudah dikasi dari pengarah produser sudah kirimkan ini 

temanya dengan narasumber yang ini, oke paling tidak sudah bisa diinikan 

dengan browsing-browsing atau dengan pengetahuan-pengetahuan yang ada 

baca di koran atau apalah kalau pembacaraanya masalah yang lagi update 

pada saat itu. Tapi kalo biasanya kalo biasanya tamunya dari sekolah sendiri, 



 

 

 

sekolah tertentu mau mengangkat nama sekolahnya, biasanya sebelum acara 

dimulai, kan mereka cepat dating, jadi biasanya ngobrol-ngobrol dulu sudah 

ada prestasi apa, sudah ada apa, bagaimana memperoleh itu semua. Jadi, dari 

situ dikembangkan apa-apa saja yang bisa saya tanyakan pada saat show 

berlangsung”. 

 The researcher: “Pernah tidak kak misalnya mungkin pas diatas panggungpi 

baru mungkin kita tahu materinya. Pernah seperti itu kak?”. 

 The host: “Oh ndak pernah. Paling tidak dua atau tiga jam sudah ada. Palin 

lambat sekali itu. Itupun tidak setiap pertemuan juga begitu, kadang-

kadangji. 

 The researcher: “Oke kak makasih”. 

 The host: “Iya”. 

B. Discussion  

This part presents the discussion of the research findings in light of relevant 

theories and previous studies.  

1. Speech Act 

Austin mentioned the types of act which was performed in a conversation, 

they were: locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary act. The following were 

their explanations: Locutionary act is an act of how a person produces the utterance 

or to produce a meaningful linguistics expression. Illocutionary act is the act of the 

speaker in using his/her organ of speech to produce utterances and has implitation, 



 

 

 

to whom, where it has done. Perlocutionary act is the effect of the utterance which 

the speaker said to the hearer. 

. Basically, their classifications of illocutionary act in speech there are five. 

The following are the classifications by Searle. 

 Representatives = speech acts that commit a speaker to the truth of the 

expressed proposition e.g. reciting a creed. 

 Directives = speech acts that are to cause the hearer to take a particular 

action, e.g. requests, commands and advice 

 Commissives = speech acts that commit a speaker to some future action, e.g. 

promises and oaths 

 Expressives = speech acts that express the speaker's attitudes and emotions 

towards the proposition, e.g. congratulations, excuses and thanks 

 Declarations = speech acts that change the reality in accord with the 

proposition of the declaration, e.g. baptisms, pronouncing someone guilty or 

pronouncing someone husband and wife. 

After drawing the data in document review, not all the utterances consisted 

of three parts of speech act like locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary. 

Sometimes the utterances did not contain perlocutionary because not all the 

utterances had somebody to do something or influenced somebody to act after 

hearing the utterance. Sometimes the host utterance only consisted of locutionary 



 

 

 

and illocutionary. But we still could find perlocutinary in the other utterances of the 

host. The researcher classified the utterance based on the types of speech act.  

From the table that drew before, we saw there were eleven utterances had no 

perlocutionary. And the most type of illocutionary that the researcher found twelve 

of directive, five of expressive, three of representative, and one of commissive. Most 

of utterances were directives because directive was used to have somebody to do, 

and to suggest. While expressive was used to express what the host was feeling, 

representative was used based on the truth or the faith, and commissive was used for 

the future. 

Based on the previous research type of illocutionary act of, commissive, 

assertive, and expressive are already appeared in the speech of those children. 

However, those children who are different by their age have not used the 

illocutionary act of declaration yet and they use the directive more often.
3
 It was the 

same what the researcher already found here. All the types of illocutionary appeared 

in the host speech, but the most found was directive.  

2. Cohesion and Coherence 

Cohesion and coherence were not too difficult to explain.  Cohesion referred 

to connectivity in a text. The property of unity in a written text or a segment of 

                                                 
3 Dyan Anita D, “The Speech Act and Communication Strategy in Children of 3-5 Years Old”, 

Thesis(Faculty of Humanities Diponegoro University, 2009) 

 



 

 

 

spoken discourse that stems from links among its surface elements, as when words 

in one sentence are repeated in another, and especially from the fact that some words 

or phrases. All refereed to connectivity in a text mentioned and explained where the 

words referred to. 

Cohesion is a semantic property of a text sticking together in some way; i.e., 

a cohesive text tends to link its sentences together semantically. This semantic 

aspect of cohesion has a relation with the reader who interprets the elements in a 

given co-text depending on the other element within the same co-text. Halliday and 

Hassan assert that: “Cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some element in 

the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one presupposes the other in the 

sense that it cannot be effectively decoded except by resources to it”.  

In fact, the presupposition is an important aspect in cohesion because it 

extracts the unrelated sentences by the connected one. Thus relations in meaning of 

any sentence depending on the surrounding elements. In other words “cohesion 

refers to the range of possibilities that exist for linking something with what has 

gone before. Since this linking is achieved through relations in meaning”. It was the 

same what the researcher found and the previous research in conversation above
4
. 

To know the paragraph was coherence or no, we needed to know the relation 

between grammatical paragraph and the meaning of paragraph related each other. So 

                                                 
4 Besma Azzouz, “A Discourse Analysis of Grammatical Cohesion in Students’ Writing”, A 

Dissertation(Faculty of Letters and Languages, Mentouri University,2009). 



 

 

 

from one sentence to another paragraph was the same meaning and discussion. The 

paragraph was not coherence if one of them were not connected one another. 

Based on observation and analyzing document review, some the host 

utterances did not connect. In some scenario, the host talked two different topics in 

the same paragraph. But the host did not talk and speak out of topic that were given 

or presented while broadcasting. The host mastered the theme well and produced the 

sentence well because the host had chosen which words and vocabularies were 

appropriate with the condition. Even the host sometimes faltered in speaking or 

producing the word, but she knew how to solve it and how to speak well. In 

conclusion, what the host said and discussed at that time not all were coherence but 

still understandable by the audiences, the speakers, and the callers. That was the 

result that some the host had no good coherence in sentences when delivering and 

presenting the material on air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the findings and the discussion above, the researcher concluded the 

following things: 

1. In preparing this program, the event organizer or all crews prepared everything 

by testing every tool thirty minutes till one hour before English corner was on 

air. When English corner was on air, it opened by little show such as singing a 

song to take the audiences interesting and to focus on English corner. 

2. The researcher recorded the program, analyzed and put in on sentences in every 

scenario and explained in each of speech act and the type of speech act of the 

host saying while on air and then classified based on the types of illocutionary. 

3. After finishing document review, the researcher doing an interview to clarify 

what the researcher got based on the recorded data to avoid misunderstanding in 

understanding and writing each scenario. So the researcher wrote it based on the 

host explanation and direction. 

 



 
 

 

 

B. Suggestions 

Based on the conclusions, the researcher suggested the following things: 

1. For the event organizer to recheck every electrical tool because based on the host 

explanation, so far she had no serious trouble expect it was beyond the 

technician.  

2. For the event organizer, to inform that to attend this event or to become the 

speaker, had no specific requirements. 

3. The host to prepare well before starting on air, because sometimes the host 

forgot and how to solve misunderstood each other. 

4.  For the audiences, it would be better if they take a part here, like asking the 

question or giving comment or suggestion to the speaker, so they could improve 

their speaking on air. 

5. For other researcher, the researcher suggested him/ her to do observation studio, 

or became speaker in English corner so it could be more friendly and more closer 

among the event organizer, the host, and the researcher.  
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Appendix 1. Sejarah Kerja Sama English Corner TVRI Makassar dengan Polinas 

Direktur Politeknik Informatika Nasional Makassar M.ABDUH IDRIS 

mengatakan pasca Launching Program-Peluncuran Program siaran perdana New 

English Corner di LPP TVRI Sul-Sel pada hari Senin 5 Februari 2015 bekerja sama 

dengan Politeknik Informatika Nasional Makassar program acara berbahasa Inggris 

yang dapat dijadikan sarana pembelajaran khususnya bagi mahasiswa Polinas 

makassar dan masyarakat pemirsa TVRI pada umumnya. 

M.ABDUH IDRIS menyambut baik kepercayaan yang diberikan oleh 

Pimpinan LPP TVRI Sulsel kepada Polinas untuk mengelola suatu paket siaran 

berbahasa inggris 4 kali setiap bulan,pada setiap hari senin sore dengan lama durasi 

satu jam live program. Penayangan Siaran English Corner ini akan disiarkan setiap 

Pukul 17.00 - 18.00 WITA dengan penayangan siaran satu kali dalam satu minggu 

dimulai pada minggu pertama Senin 5 Januari 2015 yang lalu dengan Tema 

"Peluncuran Program New English Corner", sedangkan pada minggu kedua hari 

Senin tanggal 12 Januari 2015 kemarin telah dilaksanakan siaran langsung Debate 

Eksebisi dengan menampilkan utusan dari AESTA Universitas Islam Negeri 

Kampus Samata dengan UKM Bahasa UNISMUH Makassar, rencana program 

materi siaran pada hari senin berikutnya masing masing akan dilaksanakan dengan 

memilih Topik Overseas Study dan TRIVIA Tingkat SMA/SMK Makassar. 



 
 

 

 

Koordinator Pelaksana Siaran New English Corner TVRI- POLINAS 

Makassar AGUS RAHMAT NUGROHO dan ARHAM ALWIN RANI, mengatakan 

khusus untuk siaran Debat Eksebisi ditayangkan secara langsung memilih salah satu 

sistem dari Australian Parliamentary System, British atau United Nation System. 

Sedangkan untuk rencana siaran pada bulan berikutnya Februari 2015 akan 

diprogramkan mengenai Hot Issue dalam bentuk siaran Tolk Show Interactive 

melibatkan orang-orang penting, Selebrity, Kalangan Pejabat Teras dan Mahasiswa 

Perguruan Tinggi Negeri maupun Swasta yang ada didaerah ini. Direktur Polinas 

M.ABDUH IDRIS berterima kasih dan menyambut dengan sangat antusias 

kepercayaan yang telah diberikan Kepala LPP TVRI sulsel H.M.RUSLI SUMARA, 

dan beliau berharap kedepan program siaran Acara New English Corner ini akan 

berjalan jauh lebih baik dan sangat diminati oleh para pemirsa yang ada di Sulawesi 

Selatan. 
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Appendix II. Question of Interview 

e) Apakah kesulitan yang Anda hadapi saat berbicara? 

f) Apa yang menjadi penyebab dari kesulitan itu? 

g) Bagaimana cara Anda mengalihkan pembicaraan? 

h) Bagaimana persiapan Anda menghadapi speaker? 

The result of this semi – structured interview as bellow: 

 The researcher: “Apakah kesulitan yang Anda hadapi saat berbicara di ini apa 

ketika menjadi presenter English corner?” 

 The host: “Kesulitan yang paling dihadapi ketika menjadi host English 

corner, yang pertama adalah ketika tiba-tiba kita blank mencari vocabulary 

yang tepat untuk menggambarkan situasi dan kondisi apa yang kita ingin 

ungkapkan. Itu yang pertama. Jadi kadang-kadang belum ketemu kata yang 

pas setidaknya saya menjelaskan secara umum dulu ini loh maksud kata yang 

mau saya cari itu sampai akhirnya tiba-tiba mungkin kata itu langsung 

teringat sendiri apalagi didepan kamera ya walaupun sudah terbiasa tapi 

tetap juga ada nervousnya, dan itu kadang-kadang itu hambatan yang paling 

besar buat saya”. 

 The researcher: “Nervous”. 

 The host: “Nervous dan membuat vocabulary tiba-tiba hilang. Kadang-

kadang lupa apa ya bahasa inggrisnya, apa ya. Kayak begitu”. 



 
 

 

 

 The researcher: “Padahal kita tauji itu masudnya?”. 



 

 

 

 The host: “Saya ingat sebelumnya, tapi ketika disitu, ketika mau 

menjelaskan apa ya, apa ya”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu seringki kak kayak begitu? Kayak apa ya apa ya, 

sering?”. 

 The host: “Nda juga. Saya mengalihkan itu dengan mencoba menjelaskan 

makna dari kata yang saya mau bilang”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu pengalihan scenenya kak pa, berarti maksudnya hm 

kita ausahakan supaya tidak kentara bahwa kita sedang tidak mengalihkan 

pembicaraan?”. 

 The host: “ Iya, iya”. 

 The researcher: “Owgh,caranya”?. 

 The host: “Caranya dengan itu tadi, ketika misalnya saya mau ee katanya itu 

saya belum bisa ingat apa ya kata yang tepat untuk mengambarkan itu, 

akhirnya saya jelaskan. Saya jelaskan arti dari kata itu sendiri dengan 

penjelasan yang panjang lebar. Dan kadang kalo  narasumbernya ini, owgh 

maksudmu ini ya? Owgh ya itu, itu yang saya cari. Gitu”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu sering terjadi kak?.” 

 The host: “Tidak juga. Jadi terkadang kita sering terbantu juga ketika 

narasumbernya sangat lancer berbahasa Inggris”. 

 The researcher: “Hmm”. 

 The researcher: “Terus apa kesulitan selanjutnya?”. 
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 The host: “Kesulitan berikutnya ketika harus mewancarai, ini kan acaranya 

English corner ya. Ketika harus mewawancarai tamu dengan bahasa Inggris 

yang sangat pas-pasan”. 

 The researcher: “Berarti ini tamunya, speakernya terlalu pintar, atau?”. 

 The host: “Kadang mungkin dia maksudnya begini, tapi lain lain cara 

bilangnya, akhirnya saya mengertinya lain juga”. 

 The researcher: “Jadinya ambigu?”. 

 The host: “Nda tonji, tapi bagaimana ya, hmm kadang-kadang saya senyum-

senyum saja. Oh mungkin yang dia maksud begini, kadang saya tanya lain, 

dia jawab juga lain. Oh mungkin dia tidak mengerti maksud pertanyaan saya, 

jadi kadang saya ulangi lagi pertanyaannya dengan kalimat yang lain 

berharap dia mengerti”. 

 The researcher: “Dan itu biasa sampe berapa kali kak kita ulang?”. 

 The host: “Paling dua kali”. 

 The researcher: “Dan ini tidak hampir disemua pertemuan?”. 

 The host: “Tidak semua pertemuan cumin occasionally saja”. 

 The researcher: “Terus hambatan selanjutnya apa lagi kak?”. 

 The host: “Untuk English corner hambatannya apa ya, ituji sih yang paling 

ini, yang lain ndak”. 

 The researcher: “oh jadi so far,apa namanya, ndak terlalu”. 



 

 

 

 The host: “Semua hambatannya masih bisa diatasi kecuali maksudnya diluar 

hambatan tekhnis, soal tekhnisnya orang kantor ya lain”. 

 The researcher: “Terus bagaimana itu persiapanta kak menyiapkan materi 

apa segala macam atau misalnya berapa menit kita persiapkan atau misalnya 

berjalan diatas panggung dengan sendirinya?” 

 The host: “Biasanya kalo misalnya materinya cepat dikasi, biasanya kan 

English corner tayang setiap hari Senin, jadi kalo materinya sudah ada hari 

Jumat, saya bisa prepare Sabtu dan Minggu. Walaupun sudah ada temanya 

kan paling tidak saya bisa bikin point-pointnya. Oh ini mau dibawa kemana 

arah pembicaraannya. Seperti itu. Persiapan lainnya itu kalos soal temanya, 

pokoknya kalo ada sudah dikasi dari pengarah produser sudah kirimkan ini 

temanya dengan narasumber yang ini, oke paling tidak sudah bisa diinikan 

dengan browsing-browsing atau dengan pengetahuan-pengetahuan yang ada 

baca di koran atau apalah kalau pembacaraanya masalah yang lagi update 

pada saat itu. Tapi kalo biasanya kalo biasanya tamunya dari sekolah sendiri, 

sekolah tertentu mau mengangkat nama sekolahnya, biasanya sebelum acara 

dimulai, kan mereka cepat dating, jadi biasanya ngobrol-ngobrol dulu sudah 

ada prestasi apa, sudah ada apa, bagaimana memperoleh itu semua. Jadi, dari 

situ dikembangkan apa-apa saja yang bisa saya tanyakan pada saat show 

berlangsung”. 
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 The researcher: “Pernah tidak kak misalnya mungkin pas diatas panggungpi 

baru mungkin kita tahu materinya. Pernah seperti itu kak?”. 

 The host: “Oh ndak pernah. Paling tidak dua atau tiga jam sudah ada. Palin 

lambat sekali itu. Itupun tidak setiap pertemuan juga begitu, kadang-

kadangji. 

 The researcher: “Oke kak makasih”. 

 The host: “Iya”. 
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Appendix III ( Informed Consent ) 

 

Perihal : Pemberian Informasi dan Persetujuan 

 

Dengan hormat, 

Saya yang bernama Annisa Aulia adalah mahasiswi 

Jurusan Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Fakultas Tarbiyah dan Keguruan, UIN Alauddin 

Makassar. Penelitian ini dilakukan sebagai salah satu kegiatan dalam menyelesaikan 

pendidikan program S1 di UIN Alauddin Makassar. 

 

Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui seberapa jauh pembawa acara english 

corner menggunakan speech act, cohesion and coherence ketika berbicara. Untuk 

keperluan tersebut saya mohon kesediaan saudara/i untuk menjadi partisipan dalam 

penelitian ini dengan menjawab pertanyaan dalam forum diskusi kelompok dan 

wawancara dengan jujur dan apa adanya. Jika saudari bersedia, silahkan 

menandatangani persetujuan ini sebagai bukti kesukarelaan saudari. 

 

Nama:  

Umur:        Tanda Tangan:  

 

Identitas pribadi sebagai partisipan akan dirahasiakan dan semua informasi yang 

diberikan hanya akan digunakan untuk penelitian ini. Saudara/i berhak untuk ikut 

atau tidak ikut berpartisipan tanpa ada sanksi dan konsekuensi buruk dikemudian 

hari. Jika ada hal yang kurang dipahami, silahkan bertanya langsung kepada peneliti. 

 

 

Atas perhatian dan kesediaan saudari menjadi partisipan dalam penelitian ini saya 

ucapkan terima kasih. 

 

         Peneliti 

 

         

        Annisa Aulia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix IV. Data Display Document Review 

Number Scene Locutionary Illocutionary Perlocutinary 

The type of 

Illocutionary 

1 04:48     - Expressive 

2 05:44       Directive 

3 05:50       Directive 

4 05:55       Directive 

5 07:30       Directive 

6 08:17       Directive 

7 08:24     - Expessive 

8 09:40       Directive 

9 09:47       Directive 

10 13:10     - Expressive 

11 13:41       Directive 

12 14:17     - Commissive 

13 16:58     - Expressive 

14 17:06       Representative 

15 18:29     - Directive 

16 19:45     - Directive 

17 20:32     - Directive 



 

 

 

18 26:50     - Expressive 

19 28:28     - Representative 

20 28:51       Directive 

21 29:50     - Representative 

 

 

Appendix V. Documentation 

PICTURES EXPLANATIONS 

 

 

 

The Director of Polinas - Muh. Abduh 

Idris, S.Kom., M.M. 

 

 

 

 

The Students of Polinas on English 

Corner - TVRI - Polinas Mks 
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Interview with the host 

 

Observation Studio 

 

Observation Studio 
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